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Dear Mr Baguley
Subject: Developing the Status of St Leonard’s Road Far Cotton as a District Shopping Centre
Having addressed the case for Developing the Status of St Leonard’s Road Far Cotton as a District Shopping
Centre in the above, we would like to address two issues that may be raised as reservations namely Student
Housing, as distinct from HiMOS, and Parking.
Students Housing
While HiMOs suit the needs of some sectors of society for rental accommodation, we challenge their viability
for student housing and, as a local problem that arose only due to the relocation of Northampton University, we
find it untenable to jeopardize the development of St Leonard’s Road as a District Shopping Centre on their
account. Moreover, the University, alongside the Local Authority, have failed to provide timely and effective
solutions. As a result, Far Cotton, and other local communities are expected to bear the brunt of this failure.
With limited access to data, and to expound our argument, we can only work from first principles. A population
of 15,000 students is expected for which the University has a total of 2100 bed spaces. 1166 of these are new
spaces built at a cost of £45,000 per bed space amounting to £53 millions. Half of these are luxury units in the
town centre afforded by the better off–hence its siting! If a standard HiMO houses four students, then by simple
arithmetic, 3,250 HiMOs will be needed less any HiMOs that have not become redundant due to the relocation.
Even if, under rising pressure of time and demand, the checks of Direction 4 are eased how long it would it take
from applying for a HiMO to occupying it. This crisis is thrust by the Local Authority and a University that, in
a classic case of focusing on the object of investment–the infrastructure, rather than the subject of investment–
the students, is funding a level of standard at cost that would exact £620 millions to house all. Without critically
querying the traditional norms of providing student accommodation, the onus was shifted to local communities.
Taking, as a sample, a simple case of three debt-ridden students looking to share a two-bedroom house in Far
Cotton, they would have expected to pay £750/month if they furnish it and £825/month furnished. The same
house, licensed for three persons yet, as such, exempt from building regulation as would 4-6 persons HiMOs,
will give a landlord the chance to charge each student £100/week–utility bills on top, thus netting £1200/month
Council Tax free at almost 50% extra cost for each student. Regulation, on its own, can not be the answer.
Thus, all the dust raised around HiMOs has only served to mask the real problem–laxity driven by resigning to
the norm, and an effective solution. Emotions have been aroused within local communities that can only reflect
badly on students morale and on a University competing for students. It is equally tragic to risk the potential
for St Leonard’s Road to diversify its services in trade and facility to the community, including the students
community, because the traditional norms of providing student accommodation is not being critically queried.
Between 1994 and 2012 the number of undergraduates in Britain grew by 45%, to 1.8 millions. Until recently,
the housing stock changed little to accommodate them. Students clustered in neighbourhoods near universities,
typically filling up modified old terraced houses. It is odd, that private developers have not been incentivized
to provide purpose-built student housing when, nationwide there has been a surge in dedicated student housing
with the number of students living in halls owned by private sector developers more than doubled since 2007.
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It is equally odd, that a ‘changemaker’ University promoting social enterprise and social responsibility can not
perceive this as a social enterprise in its own right that would payback with the rental portion of the students
spend, and on top, enhanced competitiveness as student housing is known to attract higher numbers of College
students. The local authority can join in with a Social Housing component as both institutions have no control
over a highly fragmented supply mechanism to deliver in time given public resistance to student HiMOs.
The local authority will benefit directly and indirectly from the development of new Social Student Housing.
It can raise further income in New Homes Bonus payments. Albeit not directly creating Council Tax income,
this can grow as housing locked in the student market reverts back into conventional markets. Thus, providing
suitable housing for students can take the pressure off the local private rental market which can address rising
house prices for local communities driven upward by the current demand in areas targeted for student HiMOS.
A town and communities united around an issue is not like a town and communities divided over the issue. A
well balanced range of dedicated student housing of suitable quality can lead to enjoyment of living in a particular
location and induce higher levels of graduates staying on. It is reckoned that every £1 of students spend generates
a further £1.35 million elsewhere in the economy. Student spend can thus help create new jobs driven by
additional demand for goods and services in a local area such as St Leonard’s Place without social friction.
Parking
The root of the problem is in the escalating growth in car ownership. Department for Transport statistics reveal
that in five out of nine English regions, there is now at least one car for every two people. Growing population,
increase in the number of households and women in work are cited as factors. However, alongside innovative
finance, rising prosperity is the dynamic factor. It kindles the desire for independence in mobility impelled by
rising bus and rail fares and the inconvenience in using fragmented networks of ‘public’ transport.
Hence the problem of parking is bound to grow more demanding. Disincentives to car ownership would affect
a major industry. Incentives to use public transport means it has to compete with private mobility on cost and
convenience of using a well integrated network of reliable public transport like that in Germany and Holland.
Hence, hinging the rightful development of St Leonard’s Road on the issue of parking makes no sense. Instead,
attention s should turn to solutions that require more of imagination and creativity than budgets and funds.
To start with, converting houses into flats would not make any difference to the status quo. On the contrary the
likelihood is that car ownership among tenants of flats would be expected to be lower especially if such a sector
can be attracted to the area by a well diversified range of trades and facilities. As for shop owners and tenants
parking needs, it is unlikely that a shop will require more parking space than a HiMO. Time-sharing of parking
space can apportion the same space to flat tenants/owners [5pm-9am] and shop tenants/owners [9am-5pm].
This leaves parking for shoppers. Time-restricted free parking can be applied along the span of the road except
for permit holders. However a more radical and creative possibility that would contribute to placemaking, can
be considered if the segmental approach to the commercial zones in the area is avoided. An integral view of the
different zones as one shopping complex extending into the town centre can validate a possibility based on two
norms. The first is formal based on the concept of Park-and-Ride. The second is informal and can be formalised.
We mentioned earlier how shoppers from East and West Hunsbury had used the parking area of the Co-op to
shop at the store and then stroll down St Leonard’s Road to shop. To day, shop owners tend to do the same in
order to leave a street parking space for likely customers. Most national chains accommodate such tendency as
a neighbourly gesture. This informal arrangement can be formalized whereby an agreed section of the parking
space available to these super stores can be reserved for use by local shoppers as a park-and-ride station.
This will raise the level of utilization of spare parking space and cement the relationship between the different
types of enterprises in the area. The ‘park’ part of the system addressed, we come to the ‘ride’ part. We would
like to suggest two types of transport: motor-powered and pedal-powered Rickshaws. These have two benefits.
They can be set-up as social enterprises in collaboration with the University and can thus provide part-time
income for the students who would then be seen as contributing positively to the local economy and community.
Their use can be extended to various community services as similar enterprises in Europe and the US illustrate.
They can help the elderly to enjoy a day-out to Delapre Gardens thus creating a most valuable link with the
Abbey and the University whereby its educational philosophy is incarnated in visibly living projects. The sight
of Busy Bugs moving around linking various parts of the economic sectors of the town and integrating them
into a Shopping Complex can be a placemaking element in its own right.
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National chains can benefit from the dedicated mobility of shoppers between the different zones and the town
centre. Investment in the project and diversification of its services can be expanded over time to include other
shopping centres thus vitalizing the retail sector in an integrated Shopping Complex. Their small size enables
these Busy Bugs to move shoppers between various existing parking facilities and the various shopping zones
of the complex to benefit all sectors. The mechanics of the system can be worked out by competent specialists.
Dear Mr Baguley,
An association is not worth its salt if it limits its delegation to negative objection without positive participation
in problem-solving. We now submit our views on addressing difficulties that may arise from such development. If this contribution is limited to opening new venues of thinking outside the box then they would have
served a purpose.
Kind regards,
George Karayannis
John Cox
Enc. Examples
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DUTCH MANUFACTURED TREE-WHEELER

PEDICAB PENSIONERS
Big-hearted student launches Crowdfunding campaign for elderly cycling tours after video of him taking
Falkirk care home residents for a spin reaches 15 Million views and has been hailed on social media – and
now his OAP cycling group are trying to expand across Scotland. Cycling Without Age was founded in
Denmark under the name Cykling uden alder in 2012 by Ole Kassow.

Waste Watchers, a group of six students who compost campus waste, formed in fall through a course at the
UCLA Institute of the Environment and Sustainability. The group received a $20,000 grant from The Green
Initiative Fund last quarter to build a composting site at Sunset Canyon Recreation Centre.

Metro Pedal Power - Boston USA
Most of their fleet is made by Cycles Maximus in England. These trikes are serious work vehicles.
“Boston is a great place to visit but you wouldn’t want to park here.” How do they promote their bike-based
business? Just by riding around the city. They get stopped all the time by people asking about the cargo trikes
and wanting to know what they are carrying. They get really excited about what they are doing.

